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Did your current contract expand, requiring 
you to expand your resources quickly?

Were you awarded a contract that 
starts in short order and you need an 
inspection vehicle now?

Do you have additional funds at the end 
of the calendar year and want to reinvest 
in your CCTV fleet?

Does the City want to start a new 
inspection program or increase 
inspection capability now?

Does the City have budget money available 
and need a new pipeline inspection vehicle 
before the end of the fiscal year?

With this new urgent job prospect, we 
need another inspection vehicle now!

Piqued your interest?
Scan here to learn more!

Does this sound like you?

CUES PRE-BUILT 
PIPELINE INSPECTION 
VEHICLES AVAILABLE FOR 
QUICK DELIVERY
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Unlike our competitors’ trucks, pre-built trucks from CUES are 
always in stock, on the lot, and ready to hit the road. They’re 
pre-configured with all the essential CUES inspection equipment 
needed for most jobs—the same equipment found in most 
custom trucks, yet they can be delivered in a fraction of the 
time. Most pre-built vehicles can be delivered within 4 weeks 
after receiveing a purchase order. 

Check out five great reasons why CUES pre-built trucks 
are driving the future of sewer inspection quality, cost, and 
efficiency:

1.    Always in Stock - Because we maintain a continuous stock 
of trucks on our lots, CUES can deliver your truck(s) 3-4 weeks 
from purchase—often sooner, if we have the accessories in 
stock, which we almost always do. Compared to the average 120 
days to build a custom truck, it’s a win/win when you want to 
start the job fast and save money at the same time.

2.    Choice of Functionality - CUES pre-built trucks come 
with both lateral and mainline capabilities, all in one truck. Don’t 
need lateral equipment? We can deliver a mainline-only truck. 
So if you need a truck with a mainline transporter or a lateral 
transporter or both, we have you covered. Our proprietary 
software, GraniteNet, is also an option for all our trucks, and the 
license can be transferred to your next pre-built truck. We’re all 
about making it easy.

3.    One-Year Warranty - Our pre-built trucks are warrantied 
from 1 year from purchase and you always have the option to 
expand the warranty. We fully stand behind our trucks because 
we know they’ll stand up to the toughest jobs.

4.    Made in America - Our line of Ford F550 diesel and Ford 
E450 gas chassis pre-built trucks are outfitted with the latest 
rugged and reliable CUES equipment, also made in the USA. We 
are a proud company headquartered in Orlando, FL.

5.    Affordability with No Sacrifice - Compared to the cost 
of a custom truck (which allows for added design options but 
typically few changes to equipment), a CUES pre-built truck 
can make all the difference to your bottom line. We occasionally 
have discounted demo/used pre-built trucks in stock as well. 
For buyers looking for an affordable payment plan, CUES works 
with a financing partner to help you arrange the terms that work 
for you.

CUES’ line of pre-built trucks is second to none for quick 
delivery, reliable performance, and state-of-the-art equipment 
for even the toughest sewer inspection project. Visit our 
website to see the full range of available pre-built trucks in 
stock right now, or contact us for more information.

We’ll get your show on the road in no time … so you can GO THE 
DISTANCE, every time.

CUES has pre-built vehicles (Mainline & Lateral 
inspection, Mainline Only, Grout, & Cutter), and 
Demos/Trade-Ins available for quick delivery! 


